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ARSTRACT
Much work has been done in the field 01-visual object tracking. yielding a wide range of trackers. including ones aimed
for multiple objects. In maiy cases. there may be a coupling
hetween simultaneuusly cracked objects. e.g.. the locations
oi some person’s eyes. hi such cases. tracknig each object independently. or using any multi-target tracker ignoring this coupluig. will he suhoplimal. This paper addrcsscs
these cases. and takes advantage of the coupling between
the tracked objects to enhaice the tracking performance.
An analyticallyjustified, probabilistic framework for cooperating between the individual trackers is suggested. The
framework is fairly general, allowing to cooperate between
any two trackers which output a probability density function
of the tracked state, even when the objects are tracked in different state spaces. The framework is successfully tested on
two different kinds of trackers, showing the benefit gained
from the coupling exploitation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Much work has heen done in field of visual object tracking,
yielding a wide range of trackiiig algorithms, including ones
suited for multiple objects (e.g., [l], [2], [31 and other contributions in [4]). In cases where the simultaneously tracked
objects are coupled, a large enhancement in tracking performance may he gained if the tracker cooperation will exploit
this coupling. In these cases, each state bears information
on the other states. Thus, an improvement in the performance of each tracker may be gained by taking into consideration the estimates of other trackers.
This paper tackles this kind of cases and develops an
analyticallyjustified, probabilistic framework for cooperating between two trackers in such cases. The framework is
fairly general, allowing cooperation between any two trackers which output a PDF (probability density function) of the
tracked state, even when the objects are tracked in different
state spaces. Another advantage of the suggested framework is its treatment of the individual trackers as “closed
boxes” (or almost as such), easing the implementation from
the software aspects.
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[51,fixusing 011 the coinbination nf dillcrcnt tracking algorithms liir tracking a single connnon object.

2. FRAMEWORK
We assume the rollowing regarding the individual trackers:
1. The trackers provide a PIX: estimate of the tracked
state. sequentially for each image. Such trackers are very
common. For example, any tracker using Kalinan filtering
explicitly provides aGaussiaii PDF of the tracked state (e.g.,
[7]). Other trackers employing a general discrete probability distribution for tracking are described in [XI, [91 and
[IO]. Exemplar-based trackers are another example [ill.
2. A (possibly approximated) probability distribution of
the tracked state of an object, conditioned on the state of the
other object, is supplied. That is, denoting the state space
of tracker A; by S, (i = 1,2), then ~s,-s,(xz~xI)
and
fs,-s, (xl1x2)where xi E Si, are used by the cooperation
process.
3. The trackers are conditionally iridependent, i.e., each
tracker relies on features which, given the state of one of the
tracked objects, are conditionally independent of the features used by the other tracker. m a t is, if tracker AI uses
features z1 and tracker A2 uses features 2 2 , then we assume
for every state x of aiy of the tracked objects that

f(z1,zzlx)= f(z1lx).f(ZIIX)-

(1)

Note that since each nacker relies on features which are related only to the object it tracks, each tracker observes different pixels. Thus, the conditional independence assumption is very conservative and regularly does not pose any
restrictions.

3. TRACKER COOPERATION

3.1. Fusing PDFs
Before approaching the goal of tracker cooperation, let us
deal with the simpler task of fusing two conditionally independent PDF estimates of a common tracked state. The
fusion developed hereinafter is then used in Section 3.2 for
cooperating between the trackers.
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Consider the case where we are given two condi~ionally
independent PDF estimates of a tracked state x at time t :
f t ( x l z ~ , f t - la) n d f f ( ~ I ~ 2 , f , , - 1where
).
zt a n d m are the
features used by the two estimates, respcctively. Notc that
both PDFs are conditioned also on the PDF at the previnus
time f t - l . ft(xlzl, z2,ft-1) -the state PDF using both ZI
and 22. may now he derived. Applying Bayes’ rule [I21 and
assumption (1). atid noting that ft(zlx,f t - l ) = ft(zlx).it
may he shown that (sec 161)
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Fig. 1. Two individual trackers. tracking the stales x and y.
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thc state x (Sdenotes the space of the tracked state).
Notc that the inultiplication by I: in (2) is equivalent 10 scal1 x Now we see that the
ing ~ ~ f ~ . ( x l z l , z 2 . f i - ,to) ~unit.
twn PDF estimates f t ( x l z l , f t - l ) and ft(xIz2,f t - i ) may
he easily fused by their multiplication, followed by division
by the PDF ft(xlftLl).andscaling tohave a miit iiitegral.
The PDF fi(xlff.-l)is usually referred tn as the prior
PDF - the PDF of the tracked state prcdictcd prior the mcasuretnents at time t. In our experiments, we make a worst
case simplification and assume that no knowledge regarding the tracked object dynamics is given bi the cooperation
(the individual trackers, however, do use a motion model).
Thus, we set the prior PDF to a unifonn one. which allows
treating the individual trackers as “closed boxes”.
One important special case is the case of normal densities. hi such a case, it can he showii (see 161) that the fused
PDF remains nonnal N ( p ,C), with the covariance matrix
and mean being
011

c-1

a c-1+c-1 -c;1

p p C(CI1pL:+C ~ I M
-C ~ ~ P d .

outlined in Section 2). Using these PDFs we can compute
ft(xIz?,fy,t-l)
and fF(~Iz1,fx,,-~).
where & - I
and
fy,t--l are the PDFs ofx aid y at frame t
1. rcspccrivcly.
Thcsc PDFs arc used as approximations to f,.(xlz2,fx,t-l)
and ft(ylzl,f y . t - l ) . rcspectively. Note that if the cooperation does not assume any dynamic model, then the tracked
states are treated independently nf the past. making the approximations of the last two I’DFs exact. This was the approach taken in the cooperation process of our experiments.
After having the last two PDI’s. we can fuse the trackers’
PDF estimates using (2). achieving the goal of tracker cooperation. The resulting cooperation is illustrated in Figure 2.
~

t‘h
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(3)

where N ( p 1 , C I ) and N ( ~ z , C Z
are) the two original PDF
estimates, and N ( p 3 , C,) is the prior PDF.

3.2. Cooperating trackers
We now turn to the cooperation of A1 and A P , two individual trackers, tracking a pair of coupled states x and y.
Denote by S1,and S2 the corresponding state spaces, and
denote by el and 2 2 the features used by AI and A*, respectively. See illustration in Fig. 1.
Since the two tracked states are coupled, each individual tracker may be improved by takiig into consideration
the PDF estimate of the other tracker. In order to combine the trackers’ estimations, each provided PDF has to
be translated into a PDF on the other state space. This may
be accomplished given the PDFs of the state on one space
conditioned on the state in the other space - /s,-s, (xiy)
and fs,+~,(ylx),where x E SIand y E SZ (as was

Fig. 2. Cooperating two trackers. tracking the pair of coupled
states x and y.
4. EXPERIMENTS

We applied the suggested framework on two different types
of basic trackers: Kalman filter-based trackers and probabilistic exemplar-based trackers [ 1I]. In both cases, the cooperation resulted in a great improvement of the tracking
performance.
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4.1. Experiment 1: Kalman filter-bawd trackers

In this experiment we demonstrate the cooperation of two
trackers, tracking two separate, albeit coupled. objects. The
experiment consisted of tracking the eye centers of a person taking part in a “smart mccting”. We used a 1:2 downsampled version of an image sequence from the fourth PETS
workshop [I11 (PETS-ICVS. scenario A, camera I). We
first tracked each ol‘the eyes iildependently. using a template.
based tracking algorithm. aided with a background subtraction scheme to locate the left and right marghis of the person’s head: A location 01. high correlation with the eye‘s
template was considered correct with high contidnicc only
if the location also lultilled requirements regarding the pisition of the eye within thc head boundary. The stalc spacc
of the trackers is composed of four parameters: The 2D coordiniates of the eye center in the current frame aid i n the
previous frame. The stale is initialized manually, and propagated usiiig a Kalmax tilter. A few of the kames with thc
tracknig results imposed are shown in Figure 3. It is seen
that after the person rotates his head to his right. the tracker
of the right eye fails without recovering.

PDF-translation in the other direction is performed symmetrically. The translated PDFs remain Gaussian, making their
fusion with the originally provided Gaussian P D h Gauss i l l too (see (3)). Thus, the feedback to the Kalman filters
is feasible. The combined algorithm is now more robust,
recovering from head rotations to both sides. A few representative frames arc shown in Figure 4.

frame 1x2

frame 213

Fig. 4. Kesults of Experiment I using the cooperatin$ trackers.
The trackers recover now fmm 1.ailures caused by the head mtations.

4.2. Exyerimenl 11: Exemplar-based trackers

This experiment demonstrates the application of the frame-

frame 1x2

frame 213

Fig. 3. A few frames of the sequence used in Experiment I. with
the tracking results of the two individual trackers imposed (marked
by dots). After the head rotates to the right. the right eye becomes
occluded, causing an irrecoverablefailure.
Since the two tracked states are coupled, their estimations may be combined to enhance robustness. We combined the twu trackers using only the outputs as described
in Section 3.2. The PDF provided by the tracker of the person’s left eye state is translated into a PDF estimating the
person’s right eye state, by defining the PDF of the person’s
right eye muter, conditioned on a location of the person’s
left eye, to he a Gaussian centered a few pixels (8 for this
sequence) to the left of the person’s left eye center. The

work to cooperate between the exemplar-based trackers of
(111. First. we implemented the tracker version which had
been used for the mouth tracking hi [l I], and used two instances of it for separately tracking the states of a person’s
left eye, zL, and right eye, zR.The two trackers picked the
exemplars ({2k}iil and {ZE}2Ll for the left and right eye.
respectively) and learned the M2 kemel parameters and dynamics from two respective training sequences. taken simultaneously. The trained trackers were tested on two new test
sequences, one of each eye, taken simultaneously as well.
However, the tracker of the right eye was challenged by replacing frames of its test sequence by noise for a couple of
sections. The two trackers managed to track the eye states
by their exemplars, hut as expected, the tracker of the right
eye failed during the disturbed time periods. The results at
a few representative frames are shown in Figure 5.
As discussed above, the two eye states are regularly very
coupled, as was the case in the training and test sequences
here. Therefore, combining the two trackers has the potential of overcoming the disturbances, and the corresponding
failures. Each exemplar-based tracker provides a probability distribution on its set of exemplars, thus making it feasible to combine the two trackers using the suggested framework. The set of exemplars of each tracker constitutes its
state space. In order to translate the probability distribution
from the left eye’s exemplars set to the right eye’s exemplars
set, we set
pr(zR=

glZL
= ;t)

- f(rRlzRz,”)
=

b,k = 1 , 2 , .. . ,32), where I R is the frame of the right eye
which was taken simultaneously with 5: in the training se-
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5. CONCLIJSION
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An analytically justilicd, probabilistic framework for cooperating between two individual trackers nf coupled objects
was developxl. The framework is lairly general. allowing
cooperation between any two trackers which output a PDF
estimate of the tracked state. The framework was successM l y tested (in two kinds of trackers, exhibiting the bcnelit
gained lroin the cnupling exploitation.
We are currently investigating the extension of the fraincwork tu cooperate betwceti innre than two trackers. a$well
as between CONDENSATION-based trackers [ 141.
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